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ASIA-PACIFIC

• Bangkok • Guangzhou • Hong Kong • Jakarta • Kuala Lumpur • Macau • Manila • Sanya • Shanghai • Singapore • Tokyo (2014: Taipei)

EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST

• Barcelona • Geneva • London • Munich • Paris • Prague (2014: Bodrum)

THE AMERICAS

• Atlanta • Boston • Las Vegas • Miami • New York • San Francisco • Washington D.C.

Morton’s, The Steakhouse
Guests can select from a variety of suites, each featuring
stunning views of the Ocean, Harbour or City.
Contemporary and plush, the suites are embellished
with eclectic artefacts and unique amenities that provide
an enclave for both leisure and business travellers
alike. Each luxurious suite offers a separate seating
area and private balcony which provides the perfect

Mandarin Oriental, Singapore was Morton’s, America’s
premier fine dining steakhouse, first location when they
originally opened outside the United States.

Wasabi Bistro
Wasabi Bistro offers the sophisticated diner a refreshing
new take on contemporary Japanese cuisine suffused
with distinct Californian influences.

setting for guests to relax or entertain.

MELT

The luxurious spa facility features six treatment rooms,

The World Café

including two couples’ suites, a separate manicure-

This elegant and vibrant restaurant with its show
kitchen

and

cooking

stations,

offers

delectable

International and local cuisines amid a cosmopolitan
chic yet comfortable setting.

for relaxation. Guests can enjoy heat and water
experiences along with Asian inspired treatments. An
outdoor yoga patio, state-of-the-art fitness centre and a

Cherry Garden

stylish outdoor swimming pool complement the journey

Each of our guestrooms offers a breathtaking view of

Artistically modern in its design, Cherry Garden

the Ocean, Harbour or City. Contemporary in design,

provides the perfect setting for guests to enjoy authentic

yet with stylish Oriental flair, all the rooms are fully

Cantonese cuisine presented in a modern style.

equipped with modern facilities such as a sleek

Dolce Vita

bathroom with bathtub and an enclosed shower stall,

Located beside the outdoor swimming pool, Mandarin

cable and satellite television programmes, telephone

Oriental,

with duplex conference calls capability, high-speed

Italian cuisine with a selection of fine wines.

internet access and luxury amenities. Our guestrooms

Axis Bar and Lounge

feature intelligent air-conditioning and lighting systems.

With its magnificent panoramic view of the harbour and

All rooms and suites are equipped with Plug and Play

city skyline, this trendy lounge and bar is the ideal spot

facilities and feature surround sound system with DVD

for an afternoon tea and tête-à-tête as much as enjoying

and CD options.

cocktails and tapas with live entertainment at night.

Singapore’s

pedicure section, a reflexology area, and a tea lounge

signature

restaurant

offers

of well-being.

